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Abstract

The dynamic behavior of semidilute polymer solutions is governed by an interplay between solvent quality, concentration, molecular weight,

and flow type. Semidilute solutions are characterized by large fluctuations in polymer concentration, wherein polymer coils interpenetrate

but may not be topologically entangled at equilibrium. In nonequilibrium flows, it is generally thought that polymer chains can “self-

entangle” in semidilute solutions, thereby leading to entanglements in solutions that are nominally unentangled at equilibrium. Despite recent

progress in the field, we still lack a complete molecular-level understanding of the dynamics of polymer chains in semidilute solutions. In

this work, we use single molecule techniques to investigate the dynamics of dilute and semidilute solutions of k-phage deoxyribonucleic acid

in planar extensional flow, including polymer relaxation from high stretch, transient stretching dynamics in step-strain experiments, and

steady-state stretching in flow. Our results are consistent with a power-law scaling of the longest polymer relaxation time s � ðc=c�Þ0:48
in

semidilute solutions, where c is the polymer concentration and c* is the overlap concentration. Based on these results, an effective excluded

volume exponent �� 0.56 was found, which is in good agreement with recent bulk rheological experiments. We further studied the nonequi-

librium stretching dynamics of semidilute polymer solutions, including transient (1 c*) and steady-state (0.2 c* and 1 c*) stretching dynamics

in planar extensional flow using an automated microfluidic trap. Our results show that polymer stretching dynamics in semidilute solutions is

a strong function of concentration. In particular, a decrease in transient polymer stretch in semidilute solutions at moderate Weissenberg

number (Wi) compared to dilute solutions is observed. Moreover, our experiments reveal a milder coil-to-stretch transition for semidi-

lute polymer solutions at 0.2 c* and 1 c* compared to dilute solutions. Interestingly, a unique set of molecular conformations during the

transient stretching process for single polymers in semidilute solutions is observed, which suggests transient stretching pathways for

polymer chains in semidilute solutions are qualitatively different compared to dilute solutions due to intermolecular interactions.

Taken together, this work provides a molecular framework for understanding the nonequilibrium stretching dynamics of semidilute sol-

utions in strong flows. VC 2016 The Society of Rheology. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1122/1.4972236]

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of semidilute polymer solutions is an

intriguing yet particularly challenging problem in soft mate-

rials and rheology. Dilute polymer solutions are character-

ized by the rarity of overlap of single chains, whereas

concentrated solutions and melts are governed by topological

entanglements and dense polymer phases. Unentangled

semidilute solutions, however, are characterized by coil-coil

interpenetration at equilibrium, albeit in the absence of inter-

molecular entanglements under quiescent conditions. From

this view, the dynamics of dilute solutions and concentrated

solutions and melts can often be treated by the single chain

problem or the framework of mean-field theories, which

reduces the problem of many-body interactions in entangled

solutions to the motion of a single polymer chain in an effec-

tive potential or field. On the other hand, semidilute polymer

solutions are known to exhibit large fluctuations in concen-

tration, which precludes the straightforward treatment of

polymer dynamics in these solutions using a mean-field

approach.

The near equilibrium properties of semidilute polymer

solutions are governed by an interplay between polymer con-

centration and solvent quality, Fig. 1 [1,2]. Two parameters

are commonly used to describe the equilibrium properties of

semidilute solutions. First, the critical overlap concentration

c� � M=NAR3
g is used as a characteristic polymer concentra-

tion in semidilute solutions, where M is the polymer molecu-

lar weight, NA is Avogadro’s number, and Rg is the radius of
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gyration [3]. Using the overlap concentration, a scaled poly-

mer concentration of c/c*¼ 1 corresponds to a bulk solution

concentration of polymer that is roughly equivalent to the

concentration of monomer within a polymer coil of size Rg.

In addition, solvent quality can be characterized by the sol-

vent quality parameter z, which is a function of polymer

molecular weight M and temperature T relative to the theta

temperature Th (Sec. II).

The equilibrium properties of semidilute polymer solu-

tions have been widely studied using bulk techniques such as

dynamic light scattering [4–6], where polymer diffusion and

relaxation dynamics were reported for synthetic polymers

and compared with blob theory. Upon increasing polymer

concentration above the dilute limit, two distinct relaxation

modes are observed in semidilute polymer solutions, with

the longer time scale attributed to cooperative, segment-

segment interactions between polymers. Bulk shear rheology

has also been used to study semidilute solutions of synthetic

polymers [7–9], where a scaling relation between zero-shear

viscosity and concentration in the semidilute regime was

found to depend on polymer type and solvent quality.

Moving beyond equilibrium, the nonlinear dynamics of

semidilute polymer solutions in shear flow has been exten-

sively studied using a combination of bulk rheological and

rheo-optical measurements, including transient and steady

shear rheology. In startup of shear flow, a stress overshoot is

observed in semidilute polymer solutions [10–12], which is

attributed to the transient molecular stretching cycle of poly-

mers in shear flow. The dynamics of semidilute solutions in

extensional flows has also been studied using bulk rheologi-

cal techniques. Extensional flow generally consists of an axis

of fluid compression and an orthogonal axis of extension in

the absence of fluid rotation. For this reason, extensional

flows are considered as “strong flows” capable of stretching

polymers to high degrees of extension. In ultradilute polymer

solutions, it is well known that long linear polymers undergo

a coil-stretch transition in steady extensional flows [13]. The

coil-stretch transition has also been studied in semidilute

polymer solutions using these techniques [14]. Bulk meas-

urements based on flow-induced birefringence in extensional

flow have revealed rich information about conformational

orientation and anisotropy under controlled flow conditions

and varying time scales [14,15]. In these studies, a strong

increase in stress and an inhibition of development of high

strain rates for a nominally dilute polymer solution (�0.1 c*)

are observed in extensional flow. Upon increasing the poly-

mer concentration, a dilatant effect is observed due to the

formation of transient networks in semidilute polymer solu-

tions [16]. In capillary thinning experiments, Clasen et al.
[17] found that the longest relaxation times of monodisperse

polystyrene solutions at moderate concentration (0.01

� c/c*� 1) rise substantially higher than the relaxation times

extracted from small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS)

experiments. Taken together, these results suggest that an

increase in polymer concentration results in a larger impact

on dynamics in extensional flows compared to shear flow.

Strong flow modification and coupling between semidi-

lute polymer solutions and extensional flow fields were also

reported using flow birefringence experiments, bulk rheology

measurements, and Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations.

Using a four-roll-mill apparatus, Ng and Leal observed that

flow birefringence decreased in semidilute polymer solutions

relative to dilute solutions [14], which corresponds to a

decrease in polymer stretch in semidilute solution flows.

Chow et al. used an opposing jets apparatus to study semidi-

lute polystyrene solutions in extensional flow and reported

the development of pipelike birefringent structure as the

strain rate increased [18]. Interestingly, velocimetry meas-

urements showed that this structure is caused by a reduction

in strain rate in the center of the flow field [18]. Using an

extensional rheometer, Sridhar and coworkers [19,20] found

that the transient viscosity of dilute and semidilute polyiso-

butylene solutions are an order of magnitude smaller than

predicted by Batchelor’s expression for viscosity of a sus-

pension of elongated particles [21]. BD simulations by

Harrison et al. [22] and Stoltz et al. [23] also revealed a

decrease in the maximum attainable polymer deformation

when results are scaled with a concentration dependent

Weissenberg number Wic ¼ sc _e, where sc is the longest

relaxation time in dilute or semidilute solution conditions.

Overall, these results suggest that flow-induced entangle-

ments or interchain interactions may inhibit polymer chains

from stretching to full extension in strong flows.

In recent years, single molecule techniques have provided

the ability to directly visualize the motion of single polymer

chains, thereby revealing molecular-level information on dis-

tributions in polymer conformation that is generally obscured

in bulk experiments. High molecular weight, double stranded

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecules have been used as

model polymers for single molecule imaging, and the

dynamic properties of DNA have been characterized using

bulk and single molecule methods [24], including dynamic

FIG. 1. Phase diagram for polymer solutions as a function of relative con-

centration c/c* and solvent quality z (see Sec. II for details). For display pur-

poses, we chose monomer size b¼ 1 and an EV exponent �¼ 0.56 based on

experimental results.
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light scattering [25,26], zero-shear viscosity studies [27,28],

and single molecule diffusion measurements [29]. Recently,

Prakash and coworkers characterized the behavior of dilute

and semidilute DNA solutions across a wide-range of solvent

qualities from theta solvents to good solvents as a function of

polymer molecular weight M [28]. These authors used

dynamic and static light scattering to measure the hydrody-

namic radius RH and theta temperature Th for DNA solutions,

thereby enabling determination of Rg and c* as a function of

DNA molecular weight and temperature. In this way, this

work provided a systematic framework to understand the con-

centration and temperature dependence of DNA-based poly-

mer solutions. Furthermore, this work also elucidated the

dynamic double crossover behavior in scaling for semidilute

polymer solutions, wherein the polymer behavior is consid-

ered in the context of smooth crossover regimes in solvent

quality between theta and athermal solvents [28]. In the last

decade, several mesoscopic simulation techniques have

been developed to study the nonequilibrium flow behavior

of semidilute solutions [23,30–32]. In highly nonequilib-

rium flows, the screening of excluded volume (EV) interac-

tions and intra- and intermolecular hydrodynamic

interactions (HI) across multiple length scales is thought to

play a major role on dynamics in nonequilibrium flows, and

these effects can now be articulated by capitalizing on the

aforementioned prior work.

Single polymer techniques have also been used to study

the dynamics of single DNA molecules under highly non-

equilibrium flow conditions in different flow types [24].

Using k-phage DNA, Chu and coworkers studied the dynam-

ics of single DNA polymers in ultradilute solutions (10�5 c*)

in shear flow and planar extensional flow [33–37]. In the

startup of extensional flow, it was found that identical poly-

mers pass through different transient conformations under

identical flow conditions due to subtle differences in their

initial conformations and a delicate balance between convec-

tion and diffusion, a phenomenon known as “molecular indi-

vidualism” [38]. The coil-stretch transition in dilute

solutions has also been studied for long linear polymers

using single molecule imaging, where polymer conformation

hysteresis is observed due to conformation-dependent intra-

molecular HI [39,40]. Interestingly, molecular individualism

was also observed in shear flow in both semidilute DNA sol-

utions [41,42] and entangled DNA solutions [43], albeit with

different molecular conformations compared to extensional

flow. In the startup of shear flow, Hur et al. [41] and

Babcock et al. [42] observed a stress overshoot in semidilute

DNA solutions (6 c*) which was directly linked to polymer

stretching conformations using single molecule imaging.

More recently, Harasim et al. [44] and Huber et al. [45]

directly observed the motion of semiflexible actin filaments

in semidilute solutions in shear flow using single molecule

imaging and found significantly inhibited tumbling in shear.

The “slowing down” of tumbling motion was attributed to

the formation of transient structures due to intermolecular

interactions.

Despite recent progress in bulk rheology and single mole-

cule studies, however, we still lack a complete understanding

of the dynamics of semidilute polymer solutions in

extensional flow. Given the importance and practical rele-

vance of semidilute polymer solutions, it is crucial to develop

a molecular-level picture of how polymers stretch and relax

in semidilute polymer solutions. In this work, we use molecu-

lar rheology and single molecule imaging to explore the effect

of polymer concentration on the transient and steady state

dynamics of polymers in semidilute solutions in planar exten-

sional flow. In particular, this work extends beyond prior sin-

gle polymer studies in semidilute or concentrated solutions

that have focused primarily on chain dynamics in shear flow.

From this view, we aim to extend our understanding of single

chain polymer dynamics in strong flows where intermolecular

interactions play a key role in flow dynamics. In order to pro-

vide a comprehensive understanding of polymer dynamics in

semidilute solutions, this paper is accompanied by a compan-

ion article describing BD simulations of single polymers in

extensional flow in semidilute solutions [46], thereby directly

complementing the experiments described in this article.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, polymer

scaling theory in semidilute solutions in the context of the

blob model is discussed. In Sec. III, we report experimental

methods, including sample preparation of spatially homoge-

neous semidilute DNA solutions and optical imaging techni-

ques. In Sec. IV, we characterize the longest relaxation times

of single polymers in semidilute solutions, and further discuss

these results in the context of bulk rheology data and theoreti-

cal predictions for semiflexible polymers. Transient and

steady state dynamics of single polymers in semidilute poly-

mer solutions are characterized. Interestingly, a new set of

molecular stretching conformations and pathways in startup

of extensional flow in semidilute solutions is reported. We

also discuss the steady-state stretching of polymers in semidi-

lute extensional flows, where a milder coil-stretch transition

compared to dilute solutions is observed. Finally, in Sec. V,

our main findings are summarized with a brief conclusion.

II. SCALING THEORY AND BLOB MODEL

In dilute solutions, the near-equilibrium properties of

polymer chains are determined by polymer molecular weight

and solvent quality [2]. In theta conditions, a polymer chain

can be described by an ideal random walk with root-mean-

square end-to-end distance R0. In good solvents, polymer

chains tend to swell due to dominant intramolecular EV

interactions to yield an average coil size known as the Flory

radius RF, which is defined as the size of a real chain in the

presence of EV interactions. From this view, the swelling

ratio ag � RF=R0 is a reflection of the solvent quality, with

ag> 1 corresponding to good solvent conditions. Solvent

quality can be defined by the solvent quality parameter

z � 3

2p

� �3=2
v

b3
N1=2 ¼ 3

2p

� �3=2

1� Th

T

� �
N1=2 � v

b3
N1=2;

(1)

where v is the EV of a real polymer chain, N is the number of

Kuhn segments, and b is the Kuhn length. Within the frame-

work of the solvent quality parameter z, good solvents are

defined by z> 1, theta solvents by z� 0, and poor solvents by
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z< 0. For the purposes of this work, we are primarily inter-

ested in the good solvent regime such that z> 1.

In semidilute polymer solutions, the near-equilibrium

properties of polymer chains are determined by an inter-

play between both polymer concentration and solvent

quality Fig. 2 [2,47]. As polymer concentration is

increased near the overlap concentration c*, polymer

chains begin to interpenetrate. Nevertheless, polymer vol-

ume fraction is relatively low for polymer concentrations

near c*, such that individual monomers are mainly sur-

rounded by solvent. In order to make progress, blob theory

can be used to describe the near-equilibrium properties of

polymers for a given solvent quality and solution concen-

tration in semidilute solutions [1,2]. As shown in Fig. 2(a),

the three characteristic length scales in semidilute polymer

solutions are thermal blob size nT, concentration blob size

nc, and radius of gyration Rg. The thermal blob size is

defined as the length scale over which EV interactions

effect chain size

nT ¼
b4

jvj ¼ bN
1
2z�1: (2)

On length scales smaller than nT, EV interactions are weaker

than thermal energy kBT, and the conformations of thermal

blobs are well described by an ideal random walk. In athe-

rmal solvents, v¼ b3, and the thermal blob size is equal to

the Kuhn step size nT¼ b. The concentration blob size is

defined as the length scale at which intermolecular interac-

tions become relevant [1]

nc ¼ bN
1
2

c

c�

� �� �=3��1ð Þ
z2��1; (3)

where � is the effective EV exponent. On length scales larger

than the thermal blob size nT but below the concentration

blob size nc, EV interactions are strong enough to swell the

chain but are not yet screened by the surrounding chains;

therefore, the conformations of concentration blobs are

described by a self-avoiding walk. On length scales larger

than the concentration blob size nc, EV interactions are

screened, and the conformation of the chain is a random

walk of concentration blobs of size nc. On these length

scales, the end-to-end distance of a polymer is given as [1]

R ¼ bN
1
2

c

c�

� ��1
2

2��1=3��1ð Þ
z2��1: (4)

In the context of the blob model, the overlap concentration

c* can be expressed as a function of solvent quality z and

polymer molecular weight (or number of Kuhn steps N) [1]

c� ¼ b�3N�
1
2z3�6�; (5)

where c* is given in units of monomers per volume. Finally,

as polymer concentration increases far above the overlap

concentration c� c* and approaches the concentrated

regime at c**, intramolecular EV interactions are gradually

screened out, and the concentration blob size nc decreases

until the size of concentration blob size is equal to the ther-

mal blob size nc� nT. Here, as polymer concentration is

increased above c** into the concentrated regime, polymer

chains are ideal on all length scales

c�� ¼ b�3N�
1
2z: (6)

For concentrations c> c**, polymer chains are entangled

at equilibrium. These expressions are used to plot the semi-

dilute/concentrated boundary regime c**/c*, as shown in

Fig. 1.

In addition to the static conformational properties of poly-

mer chains, the near-equilibrium dynamics of polymers in

semidilute solutions can also be described using the blob

model. The center-of-mass diffusion coefficient D is given

by the Einstein relation such that D¼ kBT/f, where f is the

polymer friction coefficient. In the context of polymer chain

dynamics, a hydrodynamic screening length nh can be

defined as the length scale below which intramolecular HI

are relevant. In terms of near-equilibrium properties, a rea-

sonable assumption is to take the hydrodynamic screening to

be equal to the concentration blob size nh� nc, which effec-

tively means that EV and HI are screened at equivalent dis-

tances in semidilute solutions near equilibrium. The longest

polymer relaxation time s is given by the time scale required

for a polymer coil to move a distance of its own size such

that s � R2=D � R2f=kBT. At length scales smaller than nh

(or nc), the relaxation time of a polymer segment of size n
follows the Zimm model

sn ¼
n3gs

kBT
¼ gsb

3

kBT
N

3
2z6��3 c

c�

� �� 3�=3��1ð Þ
: (7)

At length scales larger than nh (or nc), intramolecular HI

(and EV) is screened by surrounding polymer chains, and the

chain size is a random walk of concentration blobs given by

Eq. (4). The longest relaxation time of the polymer chain s
in semidilute solutions (good solvents) is

FIG. 2. Semidilute polymer solutions in the context of the blob picture. (a)

Schematic of a semidilute polymer solution near-equilibrium showing inter-

penetrating polymer coils and a single polymer chain in good solvent condi-

tions. Characteristic length scales are the thermal blob size nT, the

concentration blob size nc, and the radius of gyration Rg. (b) Schematic of a

polymer chain under nonequilibrium conditions in an extensional flow in a

semidilute solution. Under nonequilibrium flow conditions, a characteristic

length scale h can be defined as the average distance between neighboring

chains.
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s ¼ sn
N

g

� �2

¼ gsb
3

kBT
N3� c

c�

� � 2�3�=3��1ð Þ
zN�

1
2

� �6��3

¼ s0

c

c�

� � 2�3�=3��1ð Þ
z6��3; (8)

where g is the number of steps in a concentration blob, gs is

the solvent viscosity, s0 is the Zimm time or longest polymer

relaxation time in dilute solution s0 ¼ gsR
3
0=kBT

� �
, where

R0¼N1=2b is the polymer end-to-end distance in theta condi-

tions. Note that the EV exponent � is a sensitive function of

molecular weight and solvent quality z (and therefore a

sensitive function of T). Table I provides a summary of the

scaling relations for polymer properties in semidilute

solutions near equilibrium as arbitrary functions of solvent

quality z and concentration c.

Finally, the equilibrium blob picture changes drastically for

polymer chains in nonequilibrium flows. Upon strong deforma-

tion, the relevant length scales and characteristic screening

lengths for HI and EV are modified beyond their equilibrium

scalings. In strong flow conditions, the concentration blob size

depends on solvent quality, concentration, and flow strength.

Moreover, an additional characteristic length scale should be

considered and is related to the Pincus blob size [48], denoted

in Fig. 2(b) as “h.” Recently, a new theoretical framework was

developed to extend the blob model to nonlinear flows of semi-

dilute solutions [49]. The full theoretical description is com-

plex and is beyond the scope of the present work.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Semidilute solution preparation

We prepared a series of semidilute solutions of linear,

double stranded DNA for single molecule studies. For all

experiments, k-phage DNA (Invitrogen, 48.5 kbp, Mw¼ 3.2

	 107 Da, �0.5 mg/ml) is used, which is obtained as a buff-

ered aqueous solution (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 0.1 mM

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), and 5 mM NaCl).

Although stock k-DNA solutions are provided at a nominally

semidilute concentration (�12 c*), we sought to increase the

underlying solvent viscosity of the buffer solution in order to

increase the longest polymer relaxation time. To this end, a

method to gently mix concentrated k-DNA solutions with a

viscous sucrose buffer is developed, which results in a homo-

geneous semidilute polymer solution in viscous buffer.

We first measured the DNA concentration in the stock

solutions using a UV-vis spectrophotometer (Nanodrop,

Thermo Fisher). The DNA concentration in the stock solution

was found to be in the range of 0.2–0.5 mg/ml, showing some

variation between batches. Based on the measured stock solu-

tion concentration, a working volume of DNA solution that

has a target corresponding mass of DNA to reach the target

DNA concentration for semidilute solutions (Table II) is pre-

pared. Next, the working volumes of stock DNA solutions are

heated to 65 
C for 10 min, followed by snap cooling on ice to

prevent concatemer formation. Stock DNA samples are

slowly concentrated using a MiVac Quattro concentrator

(Genevac) to a volume of 100 ll. Next, a viscous sucrose

buffer (55% w/w sucrose, 30 mM Tris-HCl, 2 mM EDTA,

5 mM NaCl, pH 8.0) is added to the concentrated DNA sam-

ple to yield a solution with final working volume of 1.0 ml.

This procedure allows us to prepare semidilute DNA solutions

while controlling the volume of aqueous buffer in the working

DNA solutions, thereby enabling control over the final solvent

viscosity gs for microfluidics experiments. Solution viscosities

are measured using a benchtop viscometer (Brookfield) at

22 
C. In general, we aimed to achieve a target solvent viscos-

ity of �50 cP, though the longest polymer relaxation time

was measured using direct single molecule imaging for each

solution separately (Sec. IV).

In order to ensure sample homogeneity, semidilute DNA

solutions were subjected to a series of repeated heat and mix

cycles prior to single molecule experiments. Here, samples

were gently heated to 55 
C for 10–15 min, followed by rota-

tional mixing of sample vials at room temperature for

10 min. This procedure is repeated for 10 cycles, followed

by rotational mixing overnight at 4 
C. Following solution

preparation, DNA concentration is measured using a UV-vis

spectrophotometer (Nanodrop, Thermo Fisher). DNA solu-

tion concentrations are determined by measuring absorbance

at a wavelength of 260 nm and using an extinction coefficient

of �¼ 0.020 ml lg�1 cm�1. Agarose gel electrophoresis was

also used to assess the quality and integrity of DNA samples

from semidilute solutions postmixing in order to ensure that

sample degradation does not occur prior to experimentation.

In all cases, gels showed a clear band at the expected molec-

ular weight relative to a control sample of stock k-DNA,

with no fragments shorter or longer than k-DNA.

Using this method, a series of semidilute DNA solutions

with concentrations spanning above and below c* (Table II)

were prepared. We used an overlap concentration c* �
40 lg/ml for k-DNA based on the previously reported value

of Rg� 0.6 lm for unlabeled k-DNA in aqueous buffer,

which was determined using a combination of dynamic light

scattering to determine the hydrodynamic radius RH and a

rigorous parameter matching scheme based on BD simula-

tions [28]. All experiments are conducted with a circulating

water bath to maintain a constant temperature in the micro-

device at T¼ 22 
C, which is above the theta temperature of

TABLE I. Relevant length and time scales for polymers in good solvent

conditions in both dilute and semidilute regimes. Expressions are shown for

arbitrary concentration c and arbitrary solvent quality z.

Parameter Dilute (good solvent) Semidilute (good solvent)

nT bN
1
2z�1 bN

1
2z�1

nc —
bN

1
2

c

c�

� � ��=3��1ð Þ
z2��1

R bN
1
2z2��1

bN
1
2

c

c�

� �� 2��1=6��2ð Þ
z2��1

s gsb
3

kBT
N

3
2z6��3 gsb

3

kBT
N

3
2

c

c�

� � 2�3�=3��1ð Þ
z6��3

TABLE II. Semidilute DNA solutions used for this work.

k-DNA concentration (c*) 10�5 c* 0.5 c* 1.25 c* 1.4 c* 2.0 c* 2.7 c* 3.6 c*

k-DNA concentration (lg/ml) 10�4 20 50 56 80 108 144
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Th¼ 14 
C determined by static light scattering [28]. Based

on these conditions, all experiments are performed in the

good solvent regime for double stranded DNA in aqueous

solution [28]. Using this approach, several solutions with

k-phage DNA concentrations ranging from ultradilute to

semidilute (Table II) were prepared: 10�5 c* (0.4 ng/ml),

0.5 c* (20 lg/ml), 1.25 c* (50 lg/ml), c* (56 lg/ml), 2 c*

(80 lg/ml), 2.7 c* (108 lg/ml), and 3.6 c* (144 lg/ml).

For single molecule imaging, a small amount of fluores-

cently labeled k-DNA is added to an unlabeled background

solution of semidilute DNA. To prepare fluorescently labeled

k-DNA, stock YOYO-1 solution (10�3 M, Molecular Probes)

is diluted to a concentration of 10�5 M YOYO-1 in imaging

buffer (30 mM Tris-HCl, 2 mM EDTA, 5 mM NaCl, pH 8).

Separately, stock k-phage DNA was diluted to 10 lg/ml in

imaging buffer and subsequently heated to 65 
C for 10 min,

followed by snap cooling to prevent concatemer formation.

Next, the diluted k-DNA solution was mixed with the diluted

YOYO-1 solution in imaging buffer to achieve a final DNA

concentration of 1 lg/ml in the staining solution. Using this

approach, DNA was labeled at a ratio of 1 dye per 4 base

pairs. The DNA/dye solution was incubated for 1.5 h at room

temperature in the dark before use.

Following DNA staining, fluorescently labeled DNA was

added to the unlabeled semidilute DNA solution to achieve a

final concentration of �10�4lg/ml labeled “probe” DNA in

the semidilute solution background. In addition, small

amounts of the reducing agent b-mercaptoethanol (6 ll/ml)

and an oxygen scavenging enzyme system based on glucose

oxidase (1.5 ll/ml), catalase (1.5 ll/ml), and (6 ll/ml)

b-D-glucose (1% w/w) were added to enhance photostability.

The volume change after addition of these reagents is 1.5%,

yielding a negligible change in polymer concentration.

Finally, the semidilute solution containing fluorescently

labeled DNA and photobleaching reagents was rotationally

mixed for 40 min at room temperature prior to imaging.

B. Optics, imaging, and microfluidic devices

Single polymer dynamics were observed in a planar

extensional flow generated in a polydimethylsiloxane

(PDMS)-based microfluidic device with a cross-slot channel

design. Here, two opposing laminar streams converge at the

cross-slot junction and exit through mutually perpendicular

outlet channels, thereby creating a planar extensional flow,

which is a two-dimensional flow containing a fluid stagna-

tion point (zero-velocity point). A custom hydrodynamic

trap was used to enable the direct observation of chain

dynamics in planar extensional flow with a defined strain

rate _� for a finite observation time. The hydrodynamic trap is

based on active feedback control of a stagnation point flow

generated at the cross-slot junction in a PDMS-based micro-

fluidic device Fig. 3. The full details of the hydrodynamic

trap have been previously reported in the prior work [50]; in

brief, an on-chip membrane valve is used to modulate the

fluidic resistance in one outlet channel, thereby enabling

control over the stagnation point position and effective trap-

ping of single polymers for long time. The action of the

valve enables the trapping of single polymers, and under the

flow rates used in this study, the valve action results in negli-

gible changes in the strain rate _� during an experiment.

Cross-slot microfluidic devices were fabricated using stan-

dard methods in multilayer soft lithography. In brief, a two-

layer PDMS device is fabricated containing a fluidic layer

positioned below a control (valve) layer. An optical micro-

graph of a sample device is shown in Fig. 3(a). Two separate

master molds (one each for the fluidic and control layers)

were first fabricated using SU-8 photoresist (Microchem) pat-

terned onto silicon wafers. PDMS was mixed in 15:1 and 5:1

base to cross-linker ratios for the fluidic and control layers,

respectively. The two layers were partially cured at 65 
C for

25–30 min, and control layer was later aligned with the fluidic

layer. Next, the two layers were cured for an additional 2–4 h.

After the final curing step, the remaining fluid inlet and outlet

holes were punched, and the PDMS devices were bonded to

glass coverslips after oxygen plasma cleaning.

A schematic depicting the experimental setup is shown in

Fig. 3(a). In this work, pressure driven flow is used to gener-

ate fluid flow in cross-slot microdevices. In particular, we

designed microdevices with extended inlet channels and a

constriction region in the inlet channel (with 50 lm channel

width), which effectively allowed for working fluid pressures

between 1 and 3 psi for 20–100 cP solution viscosities. An

on-chip membrane valve was positioned above one of the

outlet channels and equal distance from a constriction region

in the opposite outlet channel relative to the cross-slot.

Applying pressure to this valve constricts the outlet channel

in the fluidic layer underneath the control layer, which can

be used to effectively manipulate the stagnation point posi-

tion using feedback control. The viewing solution containing

fluorescently labeled DNA was introduced into the PDMS

device via a sample tube connected to a pressure transducer

(Proportion Air). Pressure driven flow was used to enable

precise control over the flow rate, thereby allowing for rapid

start-up and shutdown of the flow. Characteristic time scales

for step changes in flow rate were found to be <1 s, which is

significantly less than the duration of transient polymer

stretching events. A custom cooling jacket was fitted to the

microscope objective, thereby enabling precise temperature

control of the viewing solution via circulating water bath.

Single molecule imaging and detection was performed

using an inverted epifluorescence microscope (IX-71,

Olympus) coupled to an electron multiplying charge coupled

device (EMCCD) camera (Andor iXon). Fluorescently

labeled DNA samples were illuminated by a solid-state con-

tinuous wave laser (Coherent, 488 nm) and imaged using a

1.45 NA, 100	 oil immersion objective lens. Images were

acquired using an additional 1.6	 magnification lens in the

optical path prior to the EMCCD camera. Full frame images

(512	 512 pixels) were acquired at a frame rate of 30 Hz.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Flow field characterization in semidilute
solutions

We first characterized flow field kinematics in microflui-

dic cross-slot devices using particle tracking [Figs. 3(b) and
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3(c)]. Experimental characterization of flow fields in semidi-

lute polymer solutions is essential to ensure that flow fields

are well behaved and that polymer samples are homogeneous

in composition. For these experiments, 0.84 lm diameter

fluorescent beads (SpheroTech) are introduced into a series

of semidilute polymer solutions, and we performed particle

tracking experiments using three different concentrations of

polymer: 0.5 c*, 1 c*, and 2 c*. Solutions were viscosity

matched to those used in DNA trapping experiments for

accurate determination of fluid strain rates. Images were cap-

tured using a charge-coupled device camera (AVT Stingray)

at frame rates of at least 60 Hz. Individual particle trajecto-

ries were tracked and mapped using the ParticleTracker plu-

gin for IMAGEJ. From particle position data, instantaneous

bead velocities were determined, and data were fit using a

nonlinear least squares algorithm to the following relation-

ship for planar extensional flow:

vx

vy

� �
¼ _� 0

0 �_�

� �
x� x0

y� y0

� �
;

where vx, vy, x, and y are velocities and positions in the x and

y directions, respectively (known quantities), and _�, x0, and

y0 are fitting parameters. Here, _� is the fluid strain rate and

(x0, y0) is the stagnation point position (unknown quantities).

We first determined the strain rate near the center of the

cross-slot device as a function of pressure (via pressure-

driven flow). Strain rate increases linearly with pressure over

FIG. 3. Cross-slot microfluidic device and strain rate calibration. (a) Schematic of the cross-slot microfluidic device used to generate planar extensional flow

for single molecule imaging. (b) Strain rate calibration in a cross-slot device at the midplane as a function of inlet pressure. Bead tracking experiments are per-

formed in three different semidilute solutions with polymer concentrations 0.5 c*, 1 c*, and 2 c*. (c) Strain rate calibration as a function of distance from the

horizontal midplane in the device.
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the characteristic range of strain rates used for single poly-

mer dynamics [Fig. 3(b)]. Upon increasing the polymer con-

centration, the strain rate slightly decreases, which is

suggestive of flow field modification away from a simple

Newtonian solvent, similar to the prior work on flow bire-

fringence of synthetic polymers in semidilute solutions in

extensional flow [15]. In addition, we also determined the

flow profile as a function of distance away from the horizon-

tal midplane in the z-direction, which is the stagnant (no

flow) direction [Fig. 3(c)]. Here, a near parabolic flow profile

is observed with pronounced flattening upon increasing poly-

mer concentration. Bulk rheological measurements on semi-

dilute unentangled DNA solutions ranging in concentration

from 1 c* to 10 c* have been extensively carried out in recent

work [51], including both linear viscoelastic measurements

and steady shear rheology. For semidilute solutions of

lambda DNA at 1.5 c* and 2.3 c*, the onset of shear thinning

was observed to occur around Wi¼ 1.0, so it is possible that

the flattening of the velocity profile observed in the 2 c*

polymer solution in the cross-slot device could arise due to

mild shear thinning at Wi� 2–3, which corresponds to the

maximum Wi based on these strain rates.

B. Longest polymer relaxation time

Following the flow field characterization, we embarked

on single polymer dynamics experiments. We first studied

the longest conformational relaxation time of polymers in

semidilute solutions following cessation of extensional flow

(Fig. 4). In this experiment, a semidilute polymer solution

doped with fluorescently labeled k-DNA is flowed into the

cross-slot device at a fairly high flow rate Wi> 1, followed

by abrupt stoppage of fluid flow. We then observe the relaxa-

tion process of single stretched polymers from high exten-

sion. Image analysis software is used to track the transient

extension x of single polymers following the cessation of

flow, as shown in Fig. 4(a). In particular, we track the maxi-

mum polymer extension x along the principal axis of exten-

sion, which can be considered as the maximum polymer

extension projected onto the extensional axis. Relaxation

times are determined by fitting the terminal 30% of projected

fractional extension x/L to a single exponential decay:

hx � xi=L2 ¼ A expð�t=sÞ þ B, where s is the longest relaxa-

tion time and A and B are the fitting constants. A semi-log

plot of polymer relaxation is shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a),

where a clear linear relation is observed for the terminal

30% of polymer relaxation. We further compared our single

molecule DNA relaxation data in semidilute solutions (based

on single chain conformational relaxation time s) to bulk

experimental data on relaxation of semidilute DNA solutions

(based on zero-shear viscosity data used to determine a

relaxation time kg). Results are shown in Fig. 4(b), which

plots the normalized longest relaxation times s/s0 and kg/kg,0

as functions of the normalized concentration c/c* [28]. Here,

the longest relaxation time (s or kg) for each semidilute solu-

tion is normalized to the longest relaxation time of the corre-

sponding dilute solution (s0 or kg,0) at an equivalent solvent

viscosity gs, where s0 is obtained by single molecule experi-

ments in the ultradilute limit.

The normalized single molecule and bulk relaxation data

in Fig. 4(b) are both consistent with a power law scaling as a

function of scaled concentration c/c*. Based on Eq. (8), we

expect that the longest polymer relaxation time in semidilute

FIG. 4. Longest relaxation time of DNA in semidilute solutions. (a) Ensemble average of single molecule relaxation trajectories at several different concentra-

tions (N� 40 molecules in each ensemble). Inset: semi-log plot of polymer relaxation trajectories. (b) Normalized longest relaxation times as a function of

scaled concentration c/c*. Longest polymer relaxation times s are normalized to the corresponding dilute solution relaxation times s0 at the same solvent vis-

cosity. (Circles) Normalized longest relaxation times from single molecule experiments on semidilute k DNA solutions as a function of scaled polymer concen-

tration. Error bars correspond to the standard deviation of longest relaxation times from the molecular ensemble at each concentration. (Squares) Normalized

relaxation times from bulk rheological data on semidilute k DNA solutions, where zero-shear viscosity measurements are used to determine a longest polymer

relaxation time [28].
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unentangled solutions follows the power law scaling

s=s0 � c=c�ð Þ 2�3�=3��1ð Þ
, where � is the effective EV expo-

nent. We found that our single molecule data were consistent

with a power law scaling s/s0� (c/c*)0.48, which yields

�¼ 0.56. In fact, we found that � lies between 0.53 and 0.56

given the uncertainty in the experimental relaxation times

determined in this work. We also compared our single mole-

cule data with bulk experimental data by Pan et al. [28], who

measured the zero-shear viscosity of k-DNA at T¼ 21 
C,

which can be used to determine a longest relaxation time kg

using the relation kg¼Mgp0/cNAkBT, where gp0 is the zero-

shear viscosity. In order to compare to single molecule

experiments, we plot the bulk relaxation data normalized to

the longest relaxation time in dilute solutions such that

kg=kg;0 ¼ gp0=c½g�0gs, where [g]0 is the zero-shear intrinsic

viscosity [52]. For this comparison, we take [g]0¼ 11.9 ml/

mg for k-DNA in the range of 21–25 
C [53]. Using this

approach, we find that bulk experimental data on k-DNA

relaxation is consistent with the power law scaling deter-

mined in our single molecule relaxation data in the same

concentration regime for semidilute unentangled polymer

solutions, where single molecule measurements show

FIG. 5. Transient polymer stretch in a step strain rate experiment in planar extensional flow. Results are shown for dynamics in 1 c* solutions as a function of

increasing flow strength: (a) Wi¼ 0.6, (b) Wi¼ 1.0, (c) Wi¼ 1.4, and (d) Wi¼ 2.6. Thin traces show individual molecular stretching trajectories, and thick

traces show ensemble average stretch. The dotted lines indicate where the step-strain rate is stopped.
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s=s0 � ðc=c�Þ0:48
(thereby giving �¼ 0.56) and bulk rheology

measurements yield kg=kg;0 � ðc=c�Þ0:54
(thereby giving

�¼ 0.55). Previous studies on single molecule relaxation of T4

DNA (165.6 kbp) also show a similar scaling exponent s=s0

� ðc=c�Þ0:5 (which gives �¼ 0.56) [54]. These results are all

fairly consistent for DNA.

Despite the good agreement in scaling between bulk and

single molecule relaxation data, the effective EV exponent

�¼ 0.56 is lower than that expected for flexible polymers in

the good solvent regime (�� 0.588) [2]. We can rationalize

this result using several physical arguments. First, our

experiments are performed at temperature T¼ 22 
C, which

is larger than the theta temperature for DNA in aqueous solu-

tions (Th¼ 14 
C). Nevertheless, our experiments correspond

to the cross-over region in solvent quality between theta and

very good solvents, and we therefore expect that the EV

exponent will be less than 0.588. Second, Prakash and cow-

orkers [55] recently showed that the behavior of synthetic

wormlike chains and DNA can be well described by taking

semiflexibility into account in the definition of the solvent

quality parameter. Using this approach, the apparent semi-

flexibility of a polymer can be directly accounted for in sol-

vent quality. Additional work further supports the notion that

polymer flexibility may impact the effective EV exponent �.

Recently, Tree et al. [56] used chain-growth Monte Carlo

simulations based on a pruned-enriched Rosenbluth method

(PERM) to study the effect of local polymer flexibility on

the global properties of polymer chains in athermal solvents.

FIG. 6. Probability distribution of chain extension in semidilute (1 c*) solutions flows in planar extensional flow. Distributions are shown for a total accumu-

lated strain of �¼ 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 across several different flow strengths Wi¼ 0.6, 1.0, 1.4, and 2.6.
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FIG. 7. Transient polymer stretch in a step strain rate experiment in planar extensional flow. Results are shown for dynamics in ultradilute (10�5c*) polymer

solutions as a function of increasing flow strength: (a) Wi¼ 0.6, (b) Wi¼ 1.2, and (c) Wi¼ 2.0. Thin traces show individual molecular stretching trajectories,

and thick traces show ensemble average stretch. The dotted lines indicate where the step-strain rate is stopped.

FIG. 8. Probability distribution of chain extension in ultradilute (10�5c*) solutions flows in planar extensional flow. Distributions are shown for a total accu-

mulated strain of �¼ 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 across several different flow strengths Wi¼ 0.6, 1.2, and 2.0.
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In particular, these authors examined the effect of monomer

aspect ratio b/d on equilibrium chain dimensions, where b is

the Kuhn length, and d is the effective chain width. Results

from PERM simulations show that the effective EV expo-

nent for k-DNA in an athermal solvent is �� 0.55, which is

less than that expected for the theoretical value for flexible

chains in an athermal solvent due to local chain flexibility

[56]. Moreover, Krichevsky and coworkers recently studied

DNA chain conformation using scanning fluorescence corre-

lation spectroscopy, revealing an EV exponent �� 0.52 for

DNA in aqueous solution [57]. Based on these results, we

might not expect to observe EV exponents similar to truly

flexible polymers regardless of solvent quality in the good

solvent regime, largely due to the semiflexible nature of dou-

ble stranded DNA. Taken together, we conclude that the EV

exponent for k-DNA appears to be in the cross-over regime

between theta solvents and athermal solvents, though this is

likely a reflection of both polymer flexibility and solvent

quality.

C. Transient and steady-state dynamics
in extensional flow

We next studied the nonequilibrium stretching dynamics

of single polymers in semidilute solutions in planar exten-

sional flow. In these experiments, a step input on the strain

rate _� is applied, and polymer solutions are subjected to an

extensional flow characterized by a Weissenberg number

Wi ¼ s_� for a finite amount of accumulated fluid strain

� ¼
Ð tobs

0
_� dt, which is known as the Hencky strain (Fig. 5).

Here, tobs is defined to be the duration of step-strain rate

deformation on the polymer sample. Using the feedback-

controlled hydrodynamic trap, we are able to probe polymer

dynamics in precisely controlled extensional flows with con-

stant Wi. In this way, we explore the nonlinear, transient

dynamics of semidilute solutions during a step strain rate

input, which includes transient dynamics during start up and

following the cessation of flow. In these experiments, single

fluorescently labeled polymers are first allowed to relax for

several relaxation times s under no flow conditions. Next, a

step strain rate at time t¼ 0 is imposed, and single polymers

are imaged at a precisely controlled Wi for a finite amount of

strain �. Finally, the flow is halted, and the polymer relaxes

back to an equilibrium coiled state.

Using this approach, we studied the dynamics of single

DNA molecules in semidilute solutions (1 c*) at Wi¼ 0.6,

1.0, 1.4, and 2.6, where Wi is defined using the longest poly-

mer relaxation time in 1 c* solutions. Transient fractional

extension for semidilute solutions is shown in Fig. 5, and the

corresponding probability distributions of polymer extension

are shown in Fig. 6. The transient stretching data in Fig. 5

show both the individual single molecule stretching trajecto-

ries and the ensemble average for each Wi. Across all Wi, the

minimum accumulated fluid strain was �¼ 6, and ensemble

averages are determined from a minimum of 30–50 individ-

ual trajectories. For comparison, we also performed a series

of experiments to study transient polymer stretching in ultra-

dilute solutions (10�5 c*) under similar flow strengths for a

step strain-rate input in planar extensional flow. Transient

fractional extension for ultradilute solutions is shown in Fig.

7, and the corresponding probability distributions of polymer

extension in dilute solutions are shown in Fig. 8. In this way,

it is possible to directly compare transient dynamics in ultra-

dilute and semidilute solutions in planar extensional flow.

Strikingly, a broad variability in transient stretching

dynamics is observed within the distribution of trajectories

for semidilute solutions (Fig. 6). Here, we observe a broad

distribution in the onset of stretching in transient extensional

flow in semidilute polymer solutions. The distribution broad-

ens as the accumulated strain increases, indicating the pres-

ence of molecular individualism in start-up of extensional

flow. In comparing these results to dilute solution dynamics,

semidilute solutions clearly show a much broader distribu-

tion of transient polymer extension (Fig. 6) compared to

ultradilute solutions under similar flow strengths and accu-

mulated fluid strains (Fig. 8). A broad probability distribu-

tion of polymer extension is not well described by a

Gaussian function, which is the characteristic configurational

distribution function for polymer stretch in dilute solution

FIG. 9. Representative single molecule images of transient polymer stretch-

ing during a step strain in extensional flow. Transient fractional extension is

shown for a few different representative conformations of polymer stretch in

1 c* solutions. Molecular conformations include: (a) Uniform stretch, (b)

end-coiled/fast, (c) end-coiled/slow, and (d) coiled.
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extensional flows from kinetic theory [58]. We conjecture

that the broad distribution in polymer extension arises in

semidilute solutions due to intermolecular interactions.

The broad fractional distribution arises due to a contribu-

tion of individual molecular stretching pathways that differ

greatly in dynamics. Based on the single polymer stretching

events, we generally observe a set of distinct molecular con-

formations that are classified into four categories: Uniform

stretch, coiled, end-coiled/fast, and end-coiled/slow (Fig. 9).

These polymer conformations are defined using the following

criteria. First, polymers in the “uniform stretch” category

stretch uniformly along the contour of the backbone, with no

observed kinks, folds, or visibly coiled ends. Second, “coiled”

polymers remain in the coiled state throughout the deforma-

tion process. Third, polymers in the “end-coiled/fast” category

show clear nonuniformity in the distribution of the backbone

conformation, with one end apparently coiled during the

event. Moreover, these conformations are observed to gener-

ally stretch faster than the average distribution. Finally, poly-

mers in the “end-coiled/slow” category again show obvious

FIG. 10. Molecular individualism in polymer stretching in semidilute solutions. Transient fractional extension of polymers in 1 c* solutions is shown as a func-

tion of molecular conformation. (a) and (b) Transient stretching dynamics in 1 c* solutions at Wi¼ 1.0 and Wi¼ 1.4, with results plotted as a function of poly-

mer conformation in terms of the ensemble average stretch. The dotted lines indicate where the step-strain rate is stopped. (c) and (d) Distribution of the

different molecular conformation stretching pathways at Wi¼ 1.0 and 1.4. Error bars are determined as an uncertainty in assigning molecular conformation in

a small number of trajectories.
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nonuniformity with a clear coiled end, yet these polymers

stretch slowly (more slowly than the average).

We further analyzed the ensemble average transient

stretch as a function of polymer conformation and fractional

occurrence of the four confirmations (Fig. 10). In this way,

the influence of molecular conformation on chain stretching

dynamics in extensional flow is directly observed. First, we

observe that polymers classified with uniform conformation

generally stretch with a similar rate (or slightly faster) than

the entire ensemble. Moreover, perhaps not surprisingly, pol-

ymers with coiled conformations generally do not stretch

during the step strain event [Fig. 10(a)]. At higher flow rates,

the prevalence of coiled conformations decreases, with the

complete absence of coiled molecules at Wi¼ 1.4.

Interestingly, end-coiled molecules show a strikingly differ-

ent dynamic behavior within the distribution for polymers

with seemingly similar conformations. A subfraction of the

end-coiled polymers stretch very slowly [end-coiled slow,

Figs. 10(a) and 10(b)], whereas a different subfraction of

end-coiled molecules (end-coiled fast) stretch quite rapidly,

generally stretching at least as fast as the entire ensemble.

We hypothesize that the formation of a coiled/fold structure

at the terminus of the linear polymer chain facilitates the

rapid stretching of a subset of the polymers classified as end-

coiled, likely by the formation of transient flow-induced

entanglements with surrounding chains. Moreover, upon

increasing the accumulated fluid strain, polymers with end-

coiled conformations eventually stretch out, in contrast to

the fully coiled conformation (Figs. 9 and 10). We conjecture

that the broad distribution in transient dynamics in semidi-

lute solutions arises due to intermolecular interactions.

We also compared transient stretching dynamics in the

start-up of planar extensional flow between dilute and semi-

dilute DNA solutions [Fig. 11(a)]. It is generally observed

that the average transient fractional extension in semidilute

solutions is much smaller than that in dilute polymer solu-

tions at low Wi (Wi< 1), where Wi is defined using the lon-

gest polymer relaxation time in either dilute or semidilute

solution. We found that the difference between transient

stretch in dilute and semidilute solutions decreases as Wi
increases above 1.0, and approaches dilute transient dynam-

ics at high Wi¼ 2.6 [Fig. 11(a)]. We also determined steady-

state fractional extension for the subset of polymers that

reach a steady-state extension during the experiment. In this

way, the coil-stretch transition was analyzed for a polymer

concentration of 0.2 c* and 1.0 c*, and these data were com-

pared to dilute solution steady-state extension data from this

work and from prior literature [Fig. 11(b)] [35]. In semidilute

solutions, a strong inhibition of chain stretching as reflected

in the steady-state fractional extension is observed, with a

clear difference in the coil-stretch transition between dilute

and semidilute polymer solutions. The milder coil-stretch

transition in semidilute solutions suggests that the critical

Wic at the coil-stretch transition may be concentration depen-

dent. To test this hypothesis, we calculated a critical Wic in a

logarithmic scale between the coil and stretch limits, where

Wic occurs when the square fractional extension reaches the

half maximum point in fractional polymer stretch, such that

lnð�x2Þ ¼ ðlnh�xi20 þ lnh�xi2maxÞ=2, where h�xi0 ¼ hxi0=L is the

average near equilibrium fractional polymer extension at

Wi� 0 and h�ximax ¼ hximax=L is the average maximum frac-

tional extension observed in our experiments far above the

coil-stretch transition Wi� 1. This approach is inspired by a

recent work in applying BD simulations to study dynamic

transitions in flow [59]. Using this method, we found that

Wic¼ 0.45 for ultradilute polymer solutions, whereas Wic
¼ 0.72 for semidilute solutions at both 0.2 c* and 1.0 c*. We

rescaled the semidilute Wi with the ratio Wic,dilute/Wic,semi-dilute,

and both the transient and steady-state stretch data are found to

appear to collapse between dilute and semidilute polymer solu-

tions [Figs. 11(a) and 11(c), respectively].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we use single molecule fluorescence micros-

copy to investigate the dynamics of dilute and semidilute

DNA solutions, including relaxation from high stretch and

transient and steady-state extension in extensional flow. Our

FIG. 11. Transient and steady-state polymer stretch in dilute and semidilute solutions. (a) Comparison of transient fractional extension in planar extensional

flow for ultradilute 10�5c* and semidilute 1 c* solutions at original Wi and upon rescaling of Wi, which shows collapse of dilute and semidilute stretching

data. (b) Steady-state fractional extension for polymers in semidilute (0.2 and 1.0 c*) and ultradilute solutions (10�5 c*) [35]. (c) Coil-stretch transition upon

rescaling of Wi, which shows collapse of dilute and semidilute stretching data.
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results show that data on polymer relaxation in semidilute

solutions in consistent with the scaling relations for semiflex-

ible polymers in the good solvent regime. Furthermore, a

broad distribution of transient fractional extension in the

start-up of extensional flow is observed. By comparing dilute

and semidilute polymer transient stretching dynamics, we

observe a decrease in fractional extension for the semidilute

case compared to dilute solutions, and this difference

decreases as Wi increases above 1.0. We further observe

fairly large differences in steady-state fractional extension

between dilute and semidilute polymer solutions, which

occurs when the Wi is defined using the longest polymer

relaxation in the respective dilute or semidilute solution. In

this way, a milder coil-stretch transition for semidilute solu-

tions compared to ultradilute solutions is observed. Indeed,

the milder coil-stretch transition for semidilute solutions is

consistent with prior flow birefringence experiments on syn-

thetic polymers. Moreover, our experiments show a strong

coupling between flow field, polymer conformation, and

polymer chain-chain interactions that as a whole effect the

dynamics of semidilute polymer solutions in strong flows.

Our experimental results on transient stretching dynamics

show that the difference in polymer stretch between dilute

and semidilute solutions generally decreases as the Wi
increases. These results could suggest that individual poly-

mer chains experience a more “dilutelike” environment at

higher Wi. Moreover, steady-state extension data at 0.2 c*

and 1.0 c* both show a milder coil-stretch transition com-

pared to ultradilute solutions. Interestingly, the rescaled Wi
based on the ratio of critical Wic between dilute and semidi-

lute solutions leads to a collapse of both the transient and

steady-state extension data. These results suggest that the

critical Wic at the coil-stretch transition is a function of poly-

mer concentration, with different dynamic behavior observed

in semidilute solutions.

In prior work, a decrease in steady-state fractional exten-

sion has been conjectured to arise from some combination of

polymer chain degradation, formation of transient knots or

kinks along the polymer backbone, and self-entanglements.

By using single molecule experiments, we are able to

directly visualize individual molecules in semidilute polymer

solutions under strong extensional flow. No evidence of

polymer chain degradation or persistent kink structures along

DNA backbones was observed. Therefore, we believe that

the decrease in fractional extension is strongly related to

intermolecular interactions that alter the local concentration

and give rise to transient flow-induced entanglements.

Our results further provide a new set of polymer confor-

mations in semidilute solutions in extensional flow. In prior

work, Smith and Chu [38] studied the transient polymer

stretching in the onset of extensional flow, which generally

revealed polymer conformations including folds, kinks, and

dumbbells. Indeed, the stretching dynamics of individual

polymers in the ultradilute limit is highly dependent on ini-

tial molecular conformations, with the nonuniform shapes

such as “folds” and “kinks” leading to a slower stretch rate.

In semidilute solutions, however, we find that the stretching

rate of individual polymers depends on both the initial con-

figurations and the surrounding background. In particular,

we observe nonuniform conformations such as end-coils that

lead to significant changes in polymer stretching rate:

Polymers with end-coil conformations either stretch much

faster or much slower compared to the ensemble average. In

summary, these results show clear differences between dilute

and semidilute solutions.
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